
Let your home come into bloom 
with faux flowers for every day.

Everyday Florals
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free
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Traditional decor not your style? 
A hexagon shelf is a great way to 
flaunt your favorite florals. Cut foam 
to fit one corner of the shelf, and 
then cover it with moss. And to 
finish this quirky look, add some 
stand-out stems like a kiwi branch, 
poppies and ranunculus.

BLUSHING BLOOMS

For a centerpiece with drama, mix 
statement-making greenery like 
magnolia leaves with larger-than-
life ranunculus and add to a painted 
wooden box (this one comes with rope 
handles, but we removed them). 

Fill with large pieces first, then 
fill in with small ones.

TIP

POPPY OF COLOR
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Bud vases like these are small and make 
adorable gifts. Whip up a few of these 
bouquets and give them away! For an 
impressive addition, handwrite notes to stick  
into the clusters using a metallic art marker, 
cardstock and bamboo skewers.

GET GIFTY

LABOR OF LILY

The key to giving arrangements a lifelike 
look is to use a clear resin kit. This faux 
water comes out crystal clear and won’t 
yellow, making it perfect for displaying in 
clear vases like these. 



MEET AND GREET

Give guests a wildflower kind of welcome. 
Bring some rustic to this bare wooden wall 
hanging by staining it a darker color. Then glue 
on painted wooden letters and layer on a few 
pop-of-color florals.

RING AROUND

For a modern take on a floral wreath, look to steel 
rings. The trick to getting the flowers to stay in 
place is to fold and glue felt over the ring where the 
blooms will go. Then add petaled pretties galore. 

Use leather cord to hang it!
TIP

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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